Geopolitics of Green Energy

Will some smaller countries become new power brokers?

By Edward DeMarco

The postwar, U.S.-dominated geopolitical order shaped by oil is yielding to a new system built on carbon-free renewable energy and electric vehicles. In the emerging international scramble for so-called green energy, China is leading, with its control over many supplies of minerals essential for batteries, wind turbines and other technologies. China is also key to addressing climate change because its coal-powered economy creates more planet-warming greenhouse gas emissions than any other country. To counter China, the United States is rallying allies and friendly mineral-rich countries to forge alternative supply chains that can enable green energy industries to scale up. And, faced with Russian aggression in Ukraine, Europe is shedding energy ties to Moscow and expanding its domestic wind and solar power sources. Clean hydrogen may also create new energy powers — from Australia to Chile and Africa — as industrial demand for fossil-free energy surges. Competition extends into the Arctic, where retreating ice is spurring the hunt for green energy minerals. While the transition will take decades, the rules of the game are being set now — in Beijing and Washington.
In late September, as Russia was calling up 300,000 military recruits to overcome battlefield losses in Ukraine, and Europe coped with shrinking Russian natural gas supplies due to the war there, U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken convened a little-noticed meeting in New York on the sidelines of the U.N. General Assembly.

Attending were ministers from mineral-rich U.S. allies Canada and Australia, along with Britain, France, Japan and South Korea — all among the world’s 10 largest economies.

Alongside them sat envoys from other mining nations, including Brazil, Argentina and five African countries — Democratic Republic of Congo, Mozambique, Namibia, Tanzania and Zambia — whose mineral exports are needed for the coming transition from globe-warming fossil fuels to green energy. Those minerals range from lithium and copper used in electric vehicles, to platinum needed for batteries and neodymium required for wind turbine magnets.  

(See Short Feature.)

The African and South American mining nations, along with Mongolia, joined members of the newly formed Minerals Security Partnership meeting on the sidelines of the U.N. General Assembly in New York in September. Participants included ministers from Australia, Britain, Canada, France, Japan, South Korea and African mining nations. (AFP/Getty Images/Craig Ruttle)
Partnership, which will offer financing, loan guarantees and technical assistance to accelerate the production of key minerals needed for electric vehicles and to boost solar and wind power. The initiative, said Blinken, is needed because “critical mineral supply chains are simply vital to our shared future.”

In his opening remarks, Blinken did not mention the biggest economy absent from the table — China — whose sizeable control over the global supply of minerals needed for green energy technologies has many of the ministers worried about the international security implications.

As countries deal with increasingly intense storms, droughts, rising seas, human migration and conflict caused by a warming planet, the transition to green energy to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide and other so-called greenhouse gases is reshaping the U.S.-dominated, post-World War II geopolitical system. That system is rooted in the use of fossil fuels — oil, natural gas and coal — the major sources of those emissions. The transition to a carbon-free economy has strengthened the power of China, which controls a large percentage of the world’s green energy minerals and has massive investments in carbon-free technologies and electric cars. Many governments worry that China could use its dominance in the green energy market for geopolitical leverage.

### Demand for Green Energy Minerals Rising

While millions of tons of minerals are already used each year for clean energy purposes, demand is expected to increase significantly over the next two decades, according to the International Energy Agency. Electric vehicles, electric power networks and solar and wind energy production all require certain key minerals, such as copper, nickel, lithium and graphite, to function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demand for Green Energy Minerals (in tons)</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2040</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric Vehicles and Batteries</td>
<td>0.4 million</td>
<td>21.5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity Networks</td>
<td>5.0 million</td>
<td>13.9 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Energy Production</td>
<td>0.7 million</td>
<td>3.3 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind Energy Production</td>
<td>0.6 million</td>
<td>2.9 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“We’ll stand together with others against economic coercion and intimidation,” Blinken said in May, explaining the new U.S. partnership during a China policy speech. “We’ll boost supply chain security and resilience by reshoring production or sourcing materials from other countries in sensitive sectors like pharmaceuticals and critical minerals, so that we’re not dependent on any one supplier.”

As Washington and Beijing race to establish a framework for that emerging green energy system, other countries — such as Australia, Chile and several African nations — could become consequential energy players.

The joining of economic and mining powers under U.S. leadership highlights the geopolitical shift under way as the world aims to reduce human-caused carbon emissions to “net zero” in the second half of this century, a goal established by the 2015 Paris climate agreement. To achieve that goal, 195 countries pledged to limit the increase in the global average temperature to “well below” 2 degrees Celsius (3.6 degrees Fahrenheit) above preindustrial levels. But even that 2-degree rise, the U.N.’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) warned, would intensify heat, drought and rainfall, harm ocean life and double the share of plants, insects and vertebrates at risk of losing most of their habitat.

In its 2022 update, the IPCC said achieving the net zero goal would require “a rapid acceleration of mitigation efforts after 2030,” but some models say the world may not reach the goal until the early 2070s. For example, China, the world’s largest carbon dioxide emitter, does not intend to reach its peak carbon emissions before 2030 and will not achieve net zero carbon emissions before 2060.

Given this timeline, the uncoupling of international fossil fuel alliances will take longer than many green advocates and activist governments would like, experts say. As a result, the two geopolitical systems — one seven decades old and built on oil and an emerging one shaped by the sun, wind and key minerals — are likely to co-exist for some time.

The realization that oil and natural gas are likely to continue to play a major role in the energy economy is an unwelcome reality in many places, including Europe, says former U.S. Energy Secretary Ernest Moniz, chief executive of the Energy Futures Initiative, a clean energy advocacy group in Washington. It “has elevated the
importance of more seriously defining the multi-decadal clean energy transition, rather than a simple-minded focus by many on the net-zero end state.”

For example, U.S. crude oil production is forecast to reach a record 12.3 million barrels a day in 2023, while the U.S. share of electrical power generated by renewable energy — solar, wind and hydropower — will increase from 20 percent in 2021 to 24 percent in 2023, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration.  

And while renewable sources will generate more U.S. electricity than coal this year, China still depends on the fuel for more than 60 percent of its electricity and plans to increase that usage through 2030. Coal-generated electricity powers the growing number of electric vehicles on Chinese streets. This year, a quarter of all new cars bought in China will be electric or plug-in hybrids, served by about 4 million charging units, double the total a year ago. The United States is far behind, with about 140,000 charging units.  

Reaching net zero by 2050 “requires nothing short of a total transformation of the energy systems that underpin our economies,” said the International Energy Agency, a research and coordination organization whose 31 member countries include the United States, Britain, France, Italy, Japan and Germany.  

A man charges an electric bus in Wuhan, China. Although a quarter of China’s new cars are electric or plug-in hybrids, most of the electricity for the country’s 4 million charging stations comes from coal-fired power plants. (Getty Images/Visual China Group)
Japan, the world’s third largest economy, exemplifies the emerging choices at the intersection of energy and national security. Since the Fukushima nuclear power plant disaster in 2011 caused Japan to reduce its reliance on nuclear power, the country has depended on gas and coal to generate electricity, according to IEA data. Yet Japan is pivoting toward green energy, notably hydrogen, and collaborating with developing nations in Asia to accelerate its transition toward carbon neutrality.

Concern about energy security is also forcing countries to recalculate the geopolitical equation in favor of renewables. Russia’s war in Ukraine exposed Europe’s dependence on Russian gas supplies and prompted a rapid shift of strategy toward renewables. Germany is expanding its wind energy to further displace fossil fuels.

The war itself may have broken out in part due to international competition for green energy minerals. Some analysts cite the European Union’s 2021 deal to access Ukrainian minerals used in electric vehicles — such as lithium, cobalt and so-called rare earth elements — as a possible factor in Russia’s decision to invade. Rare earths are 15 lesser-known metals such as neodymium and terbium valued for their magnetic and optical properties. (See Short Feature.)

As the effects of climate change intensify in developing countries, the United States by 2030 is likely to face a high risk of climate-related demands for financing and technology assistance, an influx of climate refugees and a greater need to supply aid and humanitarian relief, according to a U.S. national intelligence estimate.

“Geopolitical tensions are likely to grow as countries increasingly argue about how to accelerate the reductions in net greenhouse gas emissions needed to meet Paris Agreement goals,” the National Intelligence Council said last year. “Debate will center on who bears more responsibility to act and to pay — and how quickly — and countries will compete to control resources and dominate new technologies needed for the clean energy transition.”

At November’s 27th conference of parties to the U.N. climate convention (COP27) in Egypt, debate centered on how industrialized countries that generate the bulk of greenhouse gas emissions should compensate developing nations — which spew far less carbon dioxide and methane into the atmosphere — for climate-related damages. Seventeen of the world’s 20 most climate-vulnerable countries are in Africa.
Africa Has the Most Potential to Produce Green Hydrogen

Sub-Saharan Africa has the greatest potential of any region in the world to produce inexpensive “green” hydrogen fuel — extracted from water using renewable energy — by 2050, according to the International Renewable Energy Agency. In this map, the amount of energy potential is measured in exajoules, a unit of electrical energy.

Potential for Producing Green Hydrogen in Exajoules, by 2050
(for under $1.50/kg)

“The most valuable contribution that developed countries can make is to reduce their emissions faster while investing in Africa to build sustainable, green power,” Rwanda President Paul Kagame said at the gathering. “Questioning whether Africa is ready to make use of climate finance should not be used as an excuse to justify inaction.”  

Meanwhile, among the new arenas for global competition are mineral- and sun-rich Africa, as well as the Arctic, where shrinking seasonal ice is opening new shipping channels and aiding the hunt for green energy minerals and untapped oil and gas. (See Short Feature.)

With the world’s largest solar energy potential, Africa could strengthen its geopolitical position as other countries jockey to access the continent’s green energy minerals and seek to convince Africans to protect their carbon-absorbing rainforests.
One encouraging sign: Hydrogen — the most abundant element in the universe — can be extracted from water to produce a clean fuel. The investment bank Goldman Sachs said $5 trillion may be needed to develop “clean” hydrogen as a fuel source, which could help cut greenhouse gas emissions about 15 percent “while becoming a key pillar of the energy mix.” And hydrogen production is arriving at commercial scale in countries as far-flung as Australia and Namibia.

Dozens of countries, including Germany and Japan, have rolled out strategies to harness hydrogen for industrial use and transportation, while stepping up diplomatic outreach to future exporters. The idea is to use renewables such as solar energy to extract “green” hydrogen gas from fresh or salt water through electrolysis, then transport the gas through pipelines or, in liquified form, by ship to industrial markets. The Hydrogen Council, a Brussels-based industry group promoting hydrogen-based energy, said 680 large-scale projects are planned worldwide in this decade, up 50 percent from a year ago. Based on planned hydrogen projects, global capacity could reach 134 gigawatts in 2030, from around 1 gigawatt this year, according to the International Energy Agency.

As energy strategists, investors and policymakers strive to understand the scale, sources and sequencing of this transition and the countries poised to benefit, these are some of the questions on their agendas:

**Will China dictate the pace of the world’s transition to green energy?**

In August, China suspended climate talks with U.S. presidential climate envoy John Kerry after House Speaker Nancy Pelosi arrived in self-governing Taiwan, a visit the Chinese government called an affront to its “one China” policy that claims Taiwan as part of China.

An announcement that the talks would resume came on Nov. 14 after the first face-to-face meeting between U.S. President Biden and China’s President Xi Jinping in Indonesia, a hopeful signal for advocates of more aggressive action on climate change who were meeting at the same time in Egypt at COP27.

China and the United States had issued a joint declaration in late 2021 on the “seriousness and urgency of the climate crisis” and committed to accelerated actions and cooperation in the 2020s on
reducing greenhouse gases, especially methane, and speeding up the shift to renewable energy.  

“Methane is 80 times more potent than carbon, and it accounts for nearly half of the net warming we’re experiencing now,” Biden told the COP27 meeting on Nov. 11. “So, cutting methane by at least 30 percent by 2030 can be our best chance to keep within reach of 1.5 degrees Celsius target.”

The world’s energy transition would be eased if the United States and China “cooperate substantially, including in technology transfers, both ways,” but rising tensions between the two countries made that unlikely, says Henry Lee, director of the environment and natural resources program at Harvard University’s Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs.

Chinese control over key minerals used in electric vehicles and other green technologies sharpen the divide, as reflected in the aim of the U.S.-led Minerals Security Partnership to create alternative supplies. Currently, China refines 68 percent of the world’s nickel, 40 percent of copper, 59 percent of lithium and 73 percent of cobalt, according to the Brookings Institution in Washington. China also controlled 79 percent of lithium-ion battery manufacturing in 2021.
The United States relies totally on imports for 14 “critical” minerals, including graphite, manganese, niobium and rare earths, and depends on imports for more than 75 percent of 10 others, according to congressional researchers.  

“This is China’s hegemonic weapon,” says James Kennedy, a consultant on rare earth elements, such as dysprosium, used to strengthen magnets for vehicles and wind turbines. “The U.S. uses oil and the dollar as hegemonic tools. China is using critical materials as a hegemonic tool.”

In September 2020, President Donald Trump issued Executive Order 13953, which declared that U.S. dependence on “foreign adversaries” for critical minerals was a national emergency. Trump said China had used “aggressive economic practices to strategically flood the global market for rare earth elements and displace its competitors,” while coercing industries that rely on these elements to locate in China.

Countries key to the minerals-security initiative buttressed the U.S. stance. In June, Canada called for advanced economies to prioritize creation of critical mineral supply chain resilience for lithium, graphite, nickel, cobalt, copper and rare earths. Britain published a similar strategy document in July.

In August, the European Union said China’s control of critical minerals posed a risk of supplies being “used as a geopolitical leverage, for instance through export restrictions.”

“We are much more dependent on those critical minerals in comparison to oil and gas,” raising concerns if relations with China deteriorate, says Sergey Paltsev, deputy director of the Joint Program on the Science and Policy of Global Change at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

As the green energy transition accelerates, Chinese companies are securing their international positions. CATL, the world’s biggest electric-vehicle battery maker, last year bought a minority stake in a copper and cobalt mine in Congo. It is setting up factories in Germany and Hungary and reducing carbon emissions in its batteries to meet U.S. and European standards.

However, says the Belfer Center’s Lee, while China will have a major influence on the green transition, “I don’t think any one country will dictate the pace” of it. “You’re looking at a machine with many moving parts.”
As China flexes its muscles in renewable energy and electric vehicles, it also depends on coal to provide electricity for those cars as it ramps up the use of wind and solar. During his Oct. 16 speech to the Chinese Communist Party congress, Xi pledged to “push forward the clean and low-carbon transition” in industry, transportation and construction, but admitted China would also need to step up its use of fossil fuels. “Coal will be used in a cleaner and more efficient way, and greater efforts will be made to explore and develop petroleum and natural gas, discover more untapped reserves, and increase production,” Xi said.

That tighter embrace of fossil fuels, however, could diminish China’s influence over the transition from carbon-based fuels.

Stabilizing carbon emissions in 2030, says Neil Hirst, a senior policy fellow for energy and mitigation at Imperial College London, is “a tough call for the Chinese,” because of economic growth and social progress considerations.

### China Emits the Most Carbon Dioxide

The world’s leading emitter of planet-warming carbon dioxide is China, followed distantly by the United States and the 27 countries that make up the European Union. In recent years, China has accounted for a growing share of the world’s total carbon emissions.

The boost in coal use will raise China’s carbon emissions by 1.5 to 2.5 percent by 2025 — above prior estimates — although long-term, carbon-reduction targets should still be viable, says Yang Fuqiang, a senior adviser on climate change and energy transition at Beijing University’s Institute of Energy. “Coal will not go away very soon,” he says. “It will last several decades.” In his projections, coal will still account for 7 to 10 percent of total Chinese energy production in 2050.
China’s renewed commitment to coal contrasts with Xi’s 2021 announcement at the United Nations that China would no longer build coal projects abroad.  

The Climate Action Tracker, produced by German researchers, rates China’s target for reduced greenhouse gas emissions as “highly insufficient” and said that “if all countries followed the level of ambition implicit in this development, it would lead to a warming of 3°C degrees globally,” or 5.4 degrees Fahrenheit. That is double the optimal Paris Agreement limit and would threaten a range of natural systems.

A study by the Australian Academy of Science found that just 3 degrees of warming would exacerbate heat waves and drought, diminish water supplies and have ecosystem-changing effects on forests, fisheries and ocean reefs.

As climate worries escalate and energy goes green, China’s neighbor and rival, India, may be the geopolitical wild card. Access to fossil fuels is crucial for India, the world’s third-largest carbon dioxide emitter. As international pressure mounts to squeeze carbon out of the energy system, India will face challenges in energy-intensive industries such as iron and steel production, cement and chemicals, according to an MIT study.

Still, India is accelerating its conversion to renewable energy, pushed by Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s ambitions and tens of billions of dollars of planned investment from Indian billionaires. Solar and wind energy will become India’s dominant power sources by 2050, while hydrogen use for transport will increase in this decade, according to The Energy and Resources Institute in New Delhi.

The United States should “privately work behind the scenes to assist India with the larger policy dilemma about how to begin a transition into a cleaner, green economy and achieve it with American technology and private sector trade,” said Tim Roemer, the former U.S. ambassador to India. “America needs to play this strategically for the long term — and not push India into the powerful gravitation of the China-Russia orbit.”

Can hydrogen diminish energy competition among nations?

At the World Hydrogen Summit, held in Rotterdam, Netherlands, in May, a futuristic city named Neom claimed a top prize for its plans to generate environmentally friendly hydrogen fuel.
The accolade was less surprising than the place where Neom is being built: Saudi Arabia, one of the world’s biggest producers of crude oil and natural gas. For decades, the Saudi kingdom has played a central role in the supply and pricing of the world’s oil, making it a crucial geopolitical player.

During a July visit to Jeddah to confer with Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, President Biden and the Saudis signed a partnership to develop and finance clean energy sources, such as green hydrogen, nuclear and solar. 38

Creating green hydrogen from water by using solar and wind energy to power electrolysis produces carbon-free energy that can be traded internationally. “By opening up the long-distance transport of sunlight and wind, hydrogen will become the new oil,” energy executive Marco Alverá wrote in his 2021 book, The Hydrogen Revolution. 39

“Green hydrogen is a huge growth area for us, and we believe it’s going to be a contributor in the future economy and the future energy as we transition to a decarbonized world,” Saudi Investment Minister Khalid al-Falih told Bloomberg in July. 40

Saudi Arabia will be competing with a range of green energy newcomers. The United Arab Emirates, the world’s seventh-largest oil producer, is forging a hydrogen partnership with the United
Kingdom. Hydrogen could enable the U.A.E. “to maintain or grow its geostrategic energy position despite global decarbonisation policies,” said a study by the Dubai-based World Green Economy Organization. 41

As an energy source that is created rather than extracted, hydrogen has raised hopes that it can dissipate global tensions spawned during the oil era. Italian energy researcher Marco Giuli said hydrogen is likely to “reduce the geopolitical sensitivity of energy trade” by focusing more on domestic needs than on “grabbing resources.” 42

Others are more cautious, however.

“Hydrogen will certainly play a significant role in decarbonizing multiple sectors of the energy economy,” says Moniz, the former U.S. energy secretary. “However, arguing that it would eliminate geopolitical considerations is a step too far. Hydrogen should abate, but not eliminate, geopolitical competition.”

Countries increasingly are focusing on building a global market for hydrogen and negotiating future trade deals. Germany has opened hydrogen offices in Nigeria and Saudi Arabia, with the goal, in part, of helping oil exporters adapt to the transition and reducing economic disruptions and security risks. 43

Chile, which seeks to become a green hydrogen power in South America, is discussing with the Netherlands how to create “export-import corridors” between Chile and Europe. The European Union’s energy strategy is to support three renewable hydrogen import corridors via the Mediterranean Sea, the North Sea and, “as soon as conditions allow, with Ukraine.” 44

Some say that hydrogen could “completely democratize global energy markets and let most countries self-produce,” says Jeffrey Beyer, managing director of Zest Associates in Dubai, a clean-energy consultancy, and author of the U.A.E. study. “The reality is that some countries have lots of indigenous energy sources and others don’t.”

Japan, whose reliance on Middle East oil makes it susceptible to geopolitical jolts, is pursuing a regional hydrogen strategy that would support Asian markets. In September, Japan hosted a green energy meeting of 20 nations, including Southeast Asia’s rising economies of Indonesia and Vietnam. 45
“Currently, the international finance industry is rapidly withdrawing investments from fossil fuel projects,” Japan’s Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry Nishimura Yasutoshi told the Asia Green Growth Partnership on Sept. 26. “However, Asia is highly dependent on fossil fuels amid growing energy demand and its potential for renewable energy is not necessarily as high as it is in Europe.” 46

In February, the specially built ship Suiso Frontier arrived in Kobe, Japan, from Australia with the first cargo of liquified hydrogen in a pilot project, viewed as a milestone in the transition to green energy. 47

Australia is also developing hydrogen ties with Germany. “If our current pipeline of clean hydrogen projects is completed on time, Australia could be one of the world’s largest hydrogen suppliers by 2030,” a 2021 Australian government report said. 48

An analysis by the International Renewable Energy Agency, an Abu Dhabi-based intergovernmental organization, suggests that about one-third of hydrogen would be traded across borders by 2050, about half of that probably in pipelines, including those now used to transport natural gas. Exporting countries will gain in strategic importance and new shipping routes will shape security and defense plans, the agency said. 49

Coastal countries might hold an advantage over dry, inland areas, because desalination of seawater adds only one U.S. cent per kilogram to the cost of hydrogen, energy executive Alverá wrote. 50

Hydrogen “will change the dynamics of geopolitics in energy,” says Jamie Speirs, a fellow in energy analysis and policy at the Sustainable Gas Institute at the Imperial College London. “Some countries will do this better than others, and those are the places where green hydrogen will be done at scale.”

China is already the world’s largest producer and consumer of hydrogen, but it is made using coal. China’s new strategy calls for creating 50,000 hydrogen-fueled vehicles by 2025, using more hydrogen in industry and increasing the manufacture of electrolyzers for hydrogen production. 51

While hydrogen is riding a wave of optimism, Speirs says it’s “easy to get carried away by the hype” surrounding it. “We might find out that hydrogen isn’t as low-carbon as we hope, or need it to be, to meet our targets,” undercutting the confidence of governments and investors, he says.
Can Africa parlay its green assets into geopolitical influence?

On Africa’s arid southwestern coast, Namibia boasts a population of only 2.7 million people in an area almost twice the size of California, which has nearly 40 million people. Namibia currently depends on electricity from South Africa. Yet, it has two assets of increasing international interest: high solar energy potential and metals coveted for electric vehicles. Germany, which is seeking hydrogen to decarbonize its industries, formed a partnership with Namibia last year, linked to a Namibian government initiative that has awarded 1,544 square miles of land to investors for a $9.4 billion green hydrogen project. The enterprise will convert Atlantic Ocean water into hydrogen, fueled by the country’s abundant solar and wind power.

“The global race for the best hydrogen technologies and the best sites for hydrogen production is already on,” Germany’s federal research minister at the time, Anja Karliczek, said during the signing of the partnership. Namibia could produce hydrogen “at the most competitive price in the world.”

A recent U.S. assessment described Namibia, which also has new lithium and cobalt mines, as “an up-and-coming source country for critical minerals” used in electric vehicles and battery storage. In October, Namibia Critical Metals said its Lofdal mine could produce significant amounts of dysprosium and terbium — rare earth metals used in the permanent magnets of electric vehicles — to supply Japan long term. China currently controls the world’s supply of dysprosium and terbium.

“Hydrogen ‘will change the dynamics of geopolitics in energy.’ ”

— Jamie Speirs,
Fellow in energy analysis and policy,
Sustainable Gas Institute, Imperial College London

Besides Namibia, other African regions are well-positioned to capitalize on the green energy transition — from the continent’s vast, sun-washed deserts and savannas to its carbon-capturing Congo Basin rainforest and the vast supply of cobalt in the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). Clean energy investments on the continent are projected to rise sixfold from 2026 to 2030, with total annual energy investment averaging about $190 billion, according to the International Energy Agency.  

Whether Africa can translate those assets into geopolitical clout hinges on tackling entrenched economic barriers.

“Much more needs to happen from African governments to be able to change the game completely” regarding critical minerals, says Alfonso Medinilla, head of climate and green transition geopolitics at ECDPM, a think tank on Africa-Europe relations. African countries need to get away from the current model of merely extracting raw materials and exporting them to be processed elsewhere, he says. Instead, he says, they should process the minerals domestically and export the higher value finished products.

James Mwangi, founder of the Kenya-based Climate Action Network Africa, agrees. Antiquated supply chains that export raw African materials without adding value incur a large carbon cost and concentrate poverty and instability in Africa, he says.

African Development Bank President Akinwumi Adesina told Norwegian investors in September that Africa’s lithium deposits could “make Africa competitive with China and Chile in the race for supplying global value chains for electric cars.” He also touted Africa’s green hydrogen potential, along with a $20 billion “Desert to Power” plan to turn 11 countries in the Sahel — a transition belt between the Sahara Desert and tropical regions to the south — into the world’s largest solar zone.

Some hydrogen projects already emerging in Egypt, Mauritania, Morocco and South Africa are using renewable energy to make ammonia for fertilizer, which would strengthen Africa’s food security, the International Energy Agency said. African farmers face a shortage of imported fertilizer due to the war in Ukraine.

Experts say African countries must balance domestic needs and international interests as they strive to amass green geopolitical influence. The DRC illustrates the challenge, as Secretary of State Blinken highlighted during an August visit to its capital, Kinshasa. “On climate, the Democratic Republic of Congo is vital to the future of the planet,” Blinken said. “It’s as simple as that. The Congo Basin rainforest absorbs more carbon than is emitted by the entire continent of Africa.”
A large swath of flooded rainforest — a region the size of England — runs through the DRC and neighboring Republic of Congo. The peat under the water contains about 30 billion metric tons of carbon — as much as the world emits in about three years.

A moratorium on logging concessions in the DRC rainforest took effect in 2002. Germany, Norway and the United Kingdom have been funding a forest preservation and management initiative that could lead to the lifting of that moratorium in 2023. Western countries would like for the DRC and other Congo Basin nations to leave their rainforests undisturbed or for them to be sustainably developed.

But the African governments also are eyeing the sizeable oil deposits underneath the peat.

“The challenge is to find an equilibrium, a balance between the well-being of the Congolese people” and an ecological framework, said Congolese Foreign Minister Christophe Lutundula. 60

A national audit of rainforest logging published this year found that six DRC government ministers in a row had violated forest-protection laws and illegally allocated at least 18 concessions to themselves. The environmental advocacy group Greenpeace Africa, which said the logging moratorium is routinely violated, found that a DRC environment minister had awarded a logging permit to Chinese and other companies covering an area equal to four times the size of Kinshasa. 61

“On climate, the Democratic Republic of Congo is vital to the future of the planet.” — Antony Blinken, U.S. Secretary of State

Another Central African country, Gabon, has been trying to balance its domestic needs while helping in the global effort to slow climate change. The tiny nation aims to sustainably manage its abundant, carbon-absorbing rainforest by banning exports of logs, controlling and tracking tree harvesting and developing domestic manufacturing of wood products. 62
Expanding renewable energy and helping to create an industrial base in Africa could position the United States more strongly against China, says Mwangi. Africa’s projected population surge — estimated to represent 52 percent of world growth by 2050 — makes it an enticing alternative market to China’s for U.S. companies, given current trade tensions between China and the United States, he says. 

“Don’t think about Africa purely as a climate victim,” Mwangi says. Instead, focus on the potential of the African economy to help lower the cost of meeting global net zero emissions targets, he says.

At COP27, Biden announced investments in climate adaptation and green energy in Africa, including early warning systems and disaster-risk protection. He said the United States is joining the EU and Germany in a $500-million effort to help Egypt add 10 gigawatts of renewable energy by 2030 while reducing 5 gigawatts of “inefficient” gas-powered facilities and capturing natural gas that flares or leaks from oil and gas operations.

During the conference, countries such as Kenya and Nigeria announced the Africa Carbon Markets Initiative, designed to generate $6 billion by 2030 for African communities to invest in renewable energy and other efforts to curb climate change. It would set up a system for trading carbon credits, each representing one ton of carbon dioxide emissions that a polluter can purchase, with the funds being invested in carbon-reduction systems, such as a forest.

Achieving a so-called African Green Deal would require bold, government-directed efforts to boost energy availability and reduce carbon emissions while expanding economic growth and ensuring social equity, according to the International Renewable Energy Agency. “African leaders must clearly articulate, map and assert their own climate transition and development agendas” with regional coordination, the agency said.

Ethiopia also aims to become a major player in Africa’s efforts to become a world leader in renewable energy. It seeks to boost its power output ninefold by 2037 by expanding its hydropower, wind, solar and geothermal resources.

Africa’s largest hydropower dam, the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam on the Nile River, has begun to generate electricity amid tensions with downstream Egypt.
But Ethiopia’s potential is limited by investment risks and the need for “prohibitively costly” energy-delivery infrastructure, says Mikael Alemu, an Ethiopian-Israeli entrepreneur and co-founder of 10 Green Gigawatt for Ethiopia, a solar energy development company.

“My partners and myself believe in [the] enormous potential of solar energy in Ethiopia, and we know hundreds of investors who share this belief,” he says. “But very few investors today can accept the country and currency risks of Ethiopia, and therefore there is just a handful of private energy developers.”

Some activists say that as the green energy transition gathers momentum, some African countries, such as Mozambique, continue to bet too much on new oil and gas production, where European and Japanese investors are tapping major gas discoveries for export. 69
Background

Early Efforts

Archeologists in China have discovered curved bronze mirrors called yang suis in 3,000-year-old tombs, confirming literary references to “burning mirrors” used to concentrate the sun’s rays and light cooking fires.  

While wind has filled sails and pushed boats across lakes and seas for thousands of years, wind power has also found uses on land. By the 7th century, windmills were being used in Iran to grind corn and pump water. In the 1100s similar wind-powered machines appeared in northwestern Europe.

Advances in sail design by Portugal helped that country project economic and political power across the globe in the 1400s. The caravel, a light vessel rigged with triangular sails, could harness the wind for high speed and range. Portugal used the ship to explore the coast of Africa, an early step toward European exploitation of the continent.

Until the 1800s, societies relied on wood as a primary energy source. Wood fuel comprised about two-thirds of U.S. energy consumption in 1875. By 1900, wood’s share dropped to about 20 percent as coal usage surged.

Oil Boom

Oil arrived on the scene after U.S. economic power expanded following the Civil War. In January 1901, prospectors drilling at Spindletop Hill in Jefferson County, Texas, struck a crude oil geyser that produced more barrels than all the other wells in the United States combined, setting off an oil boom.

That same year, the United States issued a postage stamp depicting an electric car driving past the U.S. Capitol. Electric vehicles powered by rechargeable batteries had gained traction in the 1890s in the United States. A fleet of 600 electric taxis operated in New York City, and the New-York Tribune newspaper touted electric vehicles in 1897 as “cheaper than horses.”

However, Henry Ford’s creation of a moving assembly line in 1913, able to produce a gasoline-powered Model T in about 90 minutes,
made such cars more affordable. And while electric cars had proved popular in cities in the 1910s, the expansion of roads during the 1920s into rural areas, where electricity was scarce, shifted the advantage to oil. 76

Meanwhile, on the world’s oceans, coal and petroleum competed as the primary energy source for warships.

In Britain, Winston Churchill, then first lord of the Admiralty, in 1912 organized the Royal Commission on Fuel and Engines to support his plan to expand the use of oil to fuel the British Navy, which patrolled a global empire. Oil would boost the Navy’s “relative fighting strength” by enabling faster speeds, a wider range of action and refueling at sea, Churchill told the House of Commons in 1913. But Britain faced a scarcity of oil throughout its empire, he said. World War I broke off Anglo-German cooperation to secure oil supplies in present-day Iraq. 77

In the 1930s oil exploration turned to the deserts of Saudi Arabia. After three years of searching, geologists from Standard Oil of California discovered crude in March 1938 at a drilling site later dubbed “Prosperity Well.” 78

As tensions escalated in East Asia during this period, Japan also fixated on finding oil supplies to fuel its military forces. When
Japan invaded French Indochina — today’s Vietnam — the United States and its allies responded by cutting off Japan’s access to oil. Japan reacted by continuing its push for oil in the East Indies, and, eventually, attacking the U.S. Pacific Fleet at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, in 1941.  

Near the end of World War II, President Franklin D. Roosevelt met Saudi King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud on a U.S. warship in the Suez Canal in February 1945. The leaders established a long-term deal: access to affordable Saudi oil in return for U.S.-backed security for the Saudis.

During the 1950s, oil became entangled in colonialism and Cold War politics. The refusal of Britain to share revenue with Iran from the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company stoked a political crisis. The United States grew concerned about potential Soviet designs on Iranian oil and the possible pro-Moscow stance of Iranian Prime Minister Mohammad Mosaddegh. In 1953, the CIA and British foreign intelligence orchestrated the overthrow of Mosaddegh, who had moved to nationalize Anglo-Iranian (renamed British Petroleum in 1954).

The Suez crisis of 1956, in which President Dwight D. Eisenhower opposed British and French military action against Egypt to thwart
the Egyptian takeover of the Suez Canal, had its roots in carbon-free energy — a rift over a major hydropower project.  

U.S. intelligence agencies said Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser had nationalized the canal after the United States and Britain withdrew offers to finance the Aswan High Dam on the Nile River, a source of Arab prestige for Nasser. Nasser said he would use revenue from operating the canal to fund the dam. Eisenhower warned British Prime Minister Anthony Eden to resolve the dispute through an international conference rather than force or face the wrath of world public opinion because “the legal rights of a sovereign nation were ruthlessly flouted.”  

The United States also warned the Soviet Union not to intervene, and under threat of U.S. economic sanctions, Britain and France withdrew their forces in December 1956. After the crisis, Eisenhower told Congress in 1957 that protecting Middle East oil from domination by the Soviet Union was a national security priority.  

Faced with U.S. sway over the global oil market, exporters Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela formed the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in 1960 to coordinate policies, prices and production.  

In 1973, OPEC embargoed exports to the United States and allied countries that had supported Israel in the conflict with Arab countries that broke out that year. The price of oil quadrupled.  

After the Berlin Wall fell in 1989 and the Soviet bloc began disintegrating, the United States confronted a military crisis in the Middle East over oil. When Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait and its oil fields in August 1990, President George H. W. Bush organized an international military force to drive the Iraqis out. As Iraqi forces retreated in 1991, they left behind an environmental disaster and searing images: hundreds of Kuwaiti oil wells set ablaze, choking the skies with thick, dark smoke.  

The dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991 enabled the transformation of Russia’s oil and gas industry, as privatization opened it up for foreign investment. Since 2000, oil revenue has helped Russia pay off debt and build a financial cushion against price shocks. By 2021, Russia was the world’s third-largest oil producer.
Renewable Energy

Albert Einstein showed in 1905 that sunlight could be transformed into electricity, earning him the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1921. In 1954, scientists at Bell Labs in the United States invented the silicon photovoltaic cell, capable of converting solar energy to power electrical equipment. 88

The 1973 oil embargo had prompted the United States and Europe to reassess their dependence on imported energy. In November 1974 the United States joined Japan, West Germany and other European governments to establish the International Energy Agency, designed to ensure secure supplies and coordinate energy policies. 89

In November 1979, Islamic revolutionaries in oil-producing Iran took 50 U.S. Embassy employees hostage, and the Soviet military invaded neighboring Afghanistan in December. President Jimmy Carter said any attempt to seize the oil-rich Persian Gulf region would be “repelled by any means necessary, including military force.” 90

President Jimmy Carter calls for new, renewable energy sources in 1979 while standing on the roof of the White House, where new solar panels had been installed. Instability in the oil-rich Persian Gulf region, which triggered two oil crises in the 1970s, prompted the United States and Europe to reassess their dependence on Mideast oil. (Getty Images/Bettmann/Contributor)

The Iranian revolution, which overthrew pro-Western Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, caused oil production there to plummet and global oil prices to spike, triggering the second U.S. oil crisis
of the decade. In his State of the Union speech in 1980, President Jimmy Carter called the “excessive” U.S. dependence on foreign oil “a clear and present danger to our Nation’s security” and championed the National Energy Act, which called for investments in energy conservation and development of solar energy and other green energy measures.  

Later that year, Republican presidential nominee Ronald Reagan defeated Carter. Shortly after taking office, Reagan removed the solar panels Carter had installed on the White House and slashed spending on Carter’s federal clean energy programs. During his campaign, Reagan had said, “America must get to work producing more energy. . . . Large amounts of oil and natural gas lay [untouched] beneath our land and off our shores.”  

Climate activists, such as Joseph Romm, a senior fellow at the Center for American Progress, said Reagan “almost single-handedly killed America’s global leadership in renewable energy.”  

Another factor that slowed energy conservation in the early 1980s: plummeting world prices for oil due to excess supply. After the two oil shocks of the 1970s, consumers had begun to conserve energy, and new supplies came online from Alaska, the North Sea and other non-OPEC countries. As global oil prices collapsed, consumers became less interested in buying small cars or conserving energy and investors less interested in alternative energy projects.  

As a result, the use of solar on a scale that could electrify towns did not begin until the late 1980s and early 1990s. Government action began scaling up green energy. California set stringent zero-emission rules beginning in 1990, which required automakers to phase in cleaner-burning and higher-mileage vehicles each year. In Germany, the Renewable Energy Sources Act of 2000 created incentives for expansion of wind and solar power.  

In China, a 1995 law set the stage for development of wind and solar energy, and solar and wind projects began there in 1999 with aid from the World Bank. In 2005, China began a 12-year expansion of its green energy program, making it a world leader in renewables.  

**Climate Crisis**

Scientific investigation of human-generated carbon dioxide emissions began as far back as the 1950s, in an era when sales
of cars and trucks were soaring — the number of registered vehicles in the United States doubled between 1945 and 1955 to 62.6 million — and the use of coal to generate electricity had begun a five-decade climb.  

At the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in California, Roger Revelle and Hans E. Suess wondered in 1956 how much excess carbon dioxide from the industrialized economies was ending up in the atmosphere and how much it would increase if fossil fuel use continued to “rise exponentially.”

The scientists wrote that “human beings are now carrying out a large-scale geophysical experiment of a kind that could not have happened in the past nor be reproduced in the future. Within a few centuries we are returning to the atmosphere and oceans the concentrated organic carbon stored in sedimentary rocks over hundreds of millions of years.”

In 1959, Swedish atmospheric scientist Bert Bolin warned about escalating carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere by 2000 if emissions were not controlled. Bolin became a leading figure in climate science and the first chairman of the U.N.’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.

Questions about climate change were emerging as the United States was dominating the postwar fossil fuel economy. In 1955, major U.S. oil companies produced 70 percent of oil worldwide. Coal was the primary fuel for generating electricity. The effects of carbon emissions on climate were poorly understood.

However, recently uncovered oil industry files show that the industry’s own studies predicted as early as the 1960s that fossil fuel emissions would produce disastrous effects on the environment by the mid-2000s. But the industry increased production and financed climate-denial research that spread doubt about climate science, according to researchers and documents released by the U.S. House’s Oversight and Reform Committee. At the panel’s 2021 hearing on the issue, oil executives denied that their predecessors had lied about the negative impact of fossil fuel use.

Those internal documents were not available to environmentalists in the 1960s and ’70s. Greenhouse gases were not a major focus of the first U.N. environmental conference in Stockholm in
1972. Only one of the 109 recommendations from the conference related to monitoring the environmental effects of carbon dioxide emissions from energy use.  

That changed in 1985, after a major scientific meeting in Austria put global warming on the international political and economic agenda. With Bolin playing a key organizing role, scientists from Africa, China, Europe, Japan, the Soviet Union and the United States issued a report projecting that global warming could affect farming, water supplies, sea ice and global ecosystems in the 21st century.  

“While some warming of climate now appears inevitable due to past actions, the rate and degree of future warming could be profoundly affected by governmental policies on energy conservation, use of fossil fuels, and the emission of some greenhouse gases,” the conference concluded.  

The IPCC, founded in 1988 to advance climate knowledge, issued its first report in 1990. Two years later, an “Earth Summit” in Brazil produced the treaty known as the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change. Dozens of nations, including the United States, committed to stabilizing greenhouse gases “at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system.”  

In December 1997, 41 governments and the European Union agreed in Kyoto, Japan, to limit emissions of six greenhouse gases. At the time, China was still a rising economic power, with an $825 billion economy — just slightly larger than Brazil’s. Its per capita consumption of electricity was one-seventh that of the city of Hong Kong. Yet China’s almost 3.6 billion tons of carbon emissions from its industrializing economy were second only to the U.S. output that year.  

Within a decade, China began flexing its strength in critical minerals in what author Guillaume Pitron called “the first embargo of the energy and digital transition.” After a Chinese fishing boat collided with a Japanese Coast Guard patrol near disputed islands, China halted deliveries of its rare earth metals to Japan for about six months. Concerns spread to the United States and Europe.  

In 2012, the United States, the EU and Japan filed a complaint with the World Trade Organization (WTO) over export duties and
restrictions on rare earth minerals imposed by China. A WTO panel found that China’s restrictions were inconsistent with the agreement it had signed upon joining the free trade organization.  

By 2015, China had become the world’s second largest economy and the largest emitter of carbon dioxide. In the Paris Agreement that year, 195 countries pledged to limit carbon emissions so that the increase in global average temperatures remained “well below” 2 degrees Celsius over preindustrial levels.

As climate change began to affect energy policies worldwide, the oil and gas industry witnessed dramatic change in the new century: The market absorbed two shocks — the international financial crisis in 2008 and the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 — which slashed energy demand.

A third shock came from the supply side: the U.S. oil boom enabled by “fracking” — using pressurized liquid to fracture shale formations deep in the ground and release oil and gas deposits. As a result, since 2018 the United States has produced more oil and gas than any other country.

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February provoked a powerful response by the United States and its allies: economic sanctions against Russian banks, oil and gas imports, and restricted Russian access to certain technology. Europe’s moves to reduce Russian natural gas imports led those countries to expand their plans for solar, wind, hydrogen and other green energy.

By the 2020s, two decades of Chinese investments in green energy technologies had made the country the global leader in key alternative energy sectors. China controlled at least 75 percent of manufacturing capacity of the four major elements of solar photovoltaic panel manufacturing. In wind energy, China accounted for 51 percent of the world’s increased capacity in 2021. And in 2022, Shenzhen, China-based BYD became the world’s largest electric vehicle manufacturer based on sales.

In August, Congress passed sweeping incentives to promote a U.S. industrial response to Chinese dominance in minerals, electric vehicles and other technologies of the energy transition.
Current Situation

Europe Pivots

While Germany investigates explosions in the Baltic Sea on Sept. 26 that ruptured Russia’s Nord Stream natural gas pipelines, work is starting on an energy connection between the United Kingdom and Germany, drawing on wind and other renewable sources. 116

NeuConnect, a subsea link extending 450 miles, will allow excess electricity from carbon-free sources to flow between those countries. 117 It is one of several European energy security initiatives announced or accelerated since the Russian invasion of Ukraine.

The war “has awakened everybody to the centrality of energy to everything on the political, social and economic agenda,” says Griffin Thompson, former director of the U.S. State Department’s Office of Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency and now an adjunct professor at Loyola University in Chicago.

European Union President Ursula von der Leyen said on Sept. 14 that Baltic countries have shown how to end reliance on Russian oil and gas by investing in renewable energy, liquified natural gas and regional connections. “This costs a lot,” she said. “But dependency on Russian fossil fuels comes at a much higher price. We have to get rid of this dependency all over Europe.” 118

Von der Leyen said a new European Hydrogen Bank will invest 3 billion euros ($2.9 billion) to create a market to replace fossil fuels, especially in industrial uses. Under a plan announced in May, the European Union also plans to spend an extra 210 billion euros ($203 billion) by 2027 on initiatives, such as scaling up renewable energy use in power generation, industry, buildings and transport. 119

The EU intends to double solar photovoltaic capacity by 2025. China, the world’s largest manufacturer of solar panels, is benefiting from the shift. From January through August, the value of panels imported by the EU from China more than doubled — to $16 billion — compared to the same period in 2021. 120

In July, German lawmakers approved a major expansion of wind power and increased the country’s target for the renewable share of electricity generation from 65 percent to 80 percent by 2030.
The law more than doubles the land area that must be allocated for wind turbines, to 2 percent of the country. 121

NeuConnect attracted broad interest. Investors from France, Germany and Japan — and lenders ranging from European insurers to the Bank of China — completed financing of the $2.8 billion project in late July. 122

Season of Extremes

As Europe confronts Russian President Vladimir Putin and his war in Ukraine, threats from extreme weather exacerbated by climate change are roiling the continent and nations across the globe. In France, wildfires in 22 administrative departments consumed 10 times more land this year than the average since 2008. On July 19, a heat wave in Britain produced the country’s highest-ever-recorded temperature, 40.3 Celsius (104.5 Fahrenheit). One of Europe’s largest rivers, the Danube, flowed at less than half its usual volume. 123

Von der Leyen noted that the situation remains serious because melting Alpine glaciers hold water reserves for major European rivers, such as the Rhine and the Rhone. 124

Between July and September, extreme weather beyond Europe provided advocates of net zero carbon reduction with ample
evidence of a global climate crisis. In Pakistan, floods caused by heavy monsoon rains displaced almost 8 million people, swept away homes, schools and health facilities, and left vast areas of Balochistan Province inundated. In the Horn of Africa, communities from Kenya to Somalia are facing the worst drought in 40 years, putting millions at risk of hunger.  

“In my view, climate and environmental security are now totally interlinked with energy and national security as well,” said Alok Sharma, a former British government minister who led the 2021 Glasgow U.N. Climate Change Conference, COP26.  

In China, an unprecedented summer heat wave blanketed almost half of the country. “There is nothing in world climatic history which is even minimally comparable to what is happening in China,” historian Maximiliano Herrera said. On Aug. 18, the city of Chongqing recorded 45 degrees Celsius (113 degrees Fahrenheit), the highest temperature observed in China outside desert regions. As the country’s waterways dried up, agricultural production suffered.  

In the United States, rapidly intensifying Hurricane Ian struck the southwest coast of Florida on Sept. 28 and left devastation in its wake across about a third of the state. The storm surge and inland flooding caused an estimated $67 billion in losses to those covered by private insurance, which typically covers only 20 percent of homes, according to the risk-modeling company RMS.  

An MIT study of hurricane intensity, published by the American Meteorological Society in 2017, concluded that “the incidence of storms that intensify rapidly just before landfall increases substantially as a result of global warming.”  

Meanwhile, countries are falling short in their promises to reduce carbon emissions under the Paris Agreement and subsequent revisions. The secretariat of the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change said in October that by 2100, peak temperature increases are now projected to range from 2.1 to 2.9 degrees Celsius, far above the 1.5-to-2.0-degree goals.  

The report described an urgent need for a “significant increase in the level of ambition” of national carbon cuts. “If emissions are not reduced by 2030, they will need to be substantially reduced thereafter to compensate for the slow start on the path to net zero emissions,” the secretariat said.
Canada, Japan, the United States and European countries said they would provide $20 billion in public and private financing to help Indonesia boost its renewable power generation capabilities, helping Southeast Asia’s largest economy reach net zero power emissions a decade faster than planned.  

**Challenging China**

On Aug. 16, President Biden signed the Inflation Reduction Act into law, which included extensive provisions aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions while strengthening the U.S. position in renewable energy in relation to China.

Biden said in Egypt that his administration’s climate and green-energy investments will enable the United States to meet its greenhouse gas emissions targets by 2030.  

The law offers a new tax credit, worth about $30.6 billion through 2031, for domestic production and sale of wind and solar components. It also included $50.8 billion over the next decade for a new investment tax credit for zero-emissions electricity-generating or energy storage facilities. And $13.1 billion would fund a new clean hydrogen production credit.

The measure and two other laws combined will inject more than $135 billion “to build America’s electric vehicle future,” including the sourcing and processing of critical minerals and battery manufacturing, the White House said. The separate Bipartisan Infrastructure Law sets aside $7.5 billion to create a national network of 500,000 electric vehicle chargers.

The Inflation Reduction Act also prohibits the application of electric vehicle (EV) tax credits if any components or critical minerals are sourced from a “foreign entity of concern,” such as China, Russia, Iran or North Korea, said Jane Nakano, a senior fellow in the energy security program at the Center for Strategic & International Studies in Washington. “The U.S. vision for secure EV supply chains has an undeniable dose of geopolitical assertiveness,” Nakano said.

In a precursor to the Inflation Reduction Act, Biden in June had authorized use of the Defense Production Act for U.S. companies to produce solar panel parts in an effort to triple domestic solar manufacturing capacity by 2024. The law empowers the president to direct companies to prioritize orders from the
federal government; the president may also offer loans and allow companies to coordinate efforts.  

Biden seeks to increase U.S. production of solar photovoltaic modules and equipment for making “clean electricity-generated fuels,” including hydrogen electrolyzers and fuel cells. 

In a letter to the EU president, the industry group Hydrogen Europe said the Inflation Reduction Act’s incentives and roadmap for hydrogen production amount to “the most impressive incentive any policymaker has undertaken” to support the industry. The group urged the EU to clarify its strategy and rules or face “a mass exodus of companies towards the U.S. market.” 

But some experts warn there may be speed bumps along the way, including some winners and some losers. Ian Lange, a former senior economist on Trump’s White House Council of Economic Advisers, wonders how quickly viable green energy companies will emerge. “How many Teslas do we get out of this — and how many Solyndras?” Lange asks, referring to the electric-car maker and a solar manufacturer that failed in 2011 after receiving $535 million in U.S. government loan guarantees. 

Outlook

New Chokepoints

As the green energy transition advances, a world of decentralized, expanded energy supplies and more concentrated mineral sources looms. Rather than vulnerable strategic shipping routes, such as the Strait of Hormuz or the Strait of Malacca, the new chokepoints will be the geological map of minerals needed for electric vehicles, wind turbines and other facets of the new energy economy.

The globalized energy system will be transformed over time to less vulnerable cross-border networks for fuel and electricity.

“‘The American era that started in the ’80s, that we want globalization and free trade everywhere, has been declining for a while and will continue to do so,” says John Bowlus, an energy transport researcher at Kadir Has University in Istanbul.
“Especially when you have the infrastructure for green energy, hydrogen, across borders.”

Proximity to markets will shape renewable energy links. For example, Egyptian President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi in September authorized a Greek company’s plan to build a subsea cable to transport electricity from Egypt’s wind and solar energy sites to Europe. 141

Griffin Thompson, a former U.S. climate negotiator, says an intriguing geopolitical question is how these new ties will shape international relations.

“Energy connections can accelerate the potential for conflict or potential for cooperation,” Thompson says. “I’m going to make sure I’m on good terms with you if you are selling me electrons — maybe I expand trade with you in agriculture” or work cooperatively to ensure domestic tensions do not spill over.

Supply chains also will be affected, experts say. As electric vehicle markets expand, the critical-minerals map becomes more consequential.

Even green hydrogen requires iridium, found mostly in South Africa, as a catalyst for electrolysis, says MIT’s Paltsev. “So here is another dependency, talking about big scale-up on the supply side,” he says. Europe’s projected hydrogen demand for iridium amounts to several times the current global supply. 142

China also has concerns. “Up until now, China has been very competitive for access to minerals, and they are extremely worried about the vulnerability they have in terms of their supply chain,” says Harvard’s Lee.

Cobalt is of highest concern, he says. An electric vehicle requires almost 30 pounds of the metal. China was the world’s leading producer of refined cobalt in 2021, mostly sourced from the Democratic Republic of Congo, which produced more than 70 percent of the world’s mined cobalt in 2021. 143

In the “clear best-case scenario,” the United States and Europe will build critical mineral supply chains that rival China’s, creating an abundance of “cleaner and greener” minerals that are mined with attention to reducing labor and environmental harms. This will result in less price volatility and a lower risk of supply chain disruptions due to geopolitical tensions, said researchers at the Brookings Institution. 144
Meanwhile, as it protects strategic sources and trade routes for fossil fuels, the U.S. military is envisioning ways to take advantage of carbon-free energy on the battlefield, such as electric combat vehicles. While reducing fuel consumption and emissions, this switch will also lower the vehicles' thermal and acoustic signatures, making them harder for adversaries to find, said the U.S. Army's climate resilience strategy. A prototype “Electric Light Reconnaissance Vehicle” will enter testing in 2023.  

In addition, scientists and entrepreneurs are seeking ways to work around China’s supply chain dominance in rare earth minerals. “Accessible alternatives to ‘critical materials’ can make excellent EV batteries, solar cells, and wind turbines,” wrote Amory Lovins, co-founder of RMI, an advocacy group for carbon-free energy. He cited versions of super-magnets for cars and wind turbines that do not require rare earth elements.

Researchers at the University of Cambridge said in October that tetrataenite, found in meteorites, might be a substitute for rare earths used in magnets.  

The “National Blueprint for Lithium Batteries,” issued in June 2021, calls for the United States to “discover alternatives for critical minerals for commercial and defense applications.” It sets the goal of eliminating cobalt and nickel from lithium-ion batteries by 2030. U.S. reserves of the two metals are less than 1 percent of the world total.

The Biden administration’s investments promise to accelerate innovation in green energy, according to U.S. climate envoy Kerry. He told the Washington-based Council on Foreign Relations in October: “By the time 2030 approaches, folks, we’re going to have made clean technologies much more accessible, much more affordable, for the rest of the world.”
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The United States should continue to seek cooperation with China in the global transition to green energy for four principal reasons.

Scientifically, the knowledge basis on which the transition depends has no political boundaries. Just as an accurate understanding of human evolution requires archaeological digs in every country, as well as international scientific exchange to synthesize those findings, the scientific foundation for a global low-carbon future is strengthened by U.S.-Chinese scientific cooperation. Of course, that exchange must be conducted on the basis of stringent academic standards and strict safeguards for intellectual property. But scientists recognize that a molecule of any greenhouse gas produced anywhere is bad for our future everywhere.

Commercially, the logic for continued engagement in developing green energy products and services — through trade and investment — outweighs any arguments for decoupling. The U.S. comparative advantage is in basic research and development, technology innovation and the efficiency of our capital markets to bring breakthrough products to scale. China's comparative advantage is in the size of its market and the market certainty fostered by its top-down political model. It is far more advantageous for the United States to be smart and vigilant in protecting its core assets from unfair trade practices than to forgo access to the world's largest and still dynamically growing green energy market.

Politically, it is a harder call to make, but there is no reason to turn our backs on political cooperation entirely. From 2009 through 2019, there was a formal program of U.S.-Chinese cooperation on energy and the environment (read “green energy”) signed at the presidential level (and, in its early days, supported on a bipartisan basis in Washington). That framework expired several years ago and, following House Speaker Nancy Pelosi's visit to Taiwan in August, China formally terminated all national programs of U.S.-Chinese cooperation. However, cooperation at the level of states, cities and businesses can and should proceed when it is in the interest of those entities to do so. The absence of a binational framework makes that subnational cooperation more difficult but is not a reason to forgo it.
Morally, the issue could not be clearer. Transition to a green energy future is not an option, it is a necessity. The current moment presents us — as a species — with an existential threat of our own making and forces us again to prove our species’ resilience and ability to adapt. Cooperation, not conflict, improves our odds for pulling that off.

No

Lauri Myllyvirta
Lead Analyst, Centre for Research on Energy and Clean Air
WRITTEN FOR CQ RESEARCHER, NOVEMBER 2022

The idea that cooperation is needed between the United States and China, the world’s largest energy consumers, to tackle global energy challenges sounds almost tautological.

The high point of such cooperation was 2014, when Presidents Xi Jinping and Barack Obama jointly announced their new climate commitments, winning support for their proposals in both countries while adding crucial momentum to the process leading up to the 2015 Paris agreement. Since then, the political dynamics in both countries have changed in a way that would make such a joint announcement politically unattractive. This was clear when China announced in 2020 that it would reach carbon neutrality in 2060 and when it pledged last year to stop building coal power plants overseas. Both announcements were unilateral.

The two countries do not need technology or financing from one another. Rather, both are keen to ensure that they have decoupled their supply chains for key strategic technologies and resources.

Xi has set low-carbon development as a strategic priority for China, for obvious reasons: China’s food security, water resources and the regional security environment — all key strategic issues — would be jeopardized by runaway climate change. Clean energy technology is thus now firmly positioned as a strategic sector for national security.

Xi’s announcement of the carbon neutrality goal triggered a dramatic expansion in domestic deployment of clean energy and manufacturing of clean energy technology, particularly solar power equipment, batteries and electric vehicles. China is positioning itself to supply the vast majority of the equipment and technology for the global green energy transition.

The best thing the United States can do is to scale up clean energy deployment and manufacturing at home and increase financing and support for clean energy in developing countries.

China’s leaders have been skeptical of the ability of the often-unruly processes in democratic countries to deliver and implement, scorning their climate pledges as “vague promises.” If Chinese leaders were to see the United States and the European Union pulling ahead with 100 percent clean
electricity, smart grids, electrified transport, zero-carbon manufacturing and major financing and technology partnerships with the developing world, China would accelerate its own transition.

The United States and China do still have a shared interest in the success of international climate talks. There are opportunities for coordination and dialogue, but they need to be based on a clear-eyed appreciation of shared and conflicting interests.

**Discussion Questions**

Here are some issues to consider regarding the changing geopolitics of green energy:

- Some experts fear that China, which controls a large percentage of the world’s green energy resources and markets, could use its dominance for geopolitical leverage. How can other governments protect themselves from that possibility?

- Clean hydrogen could enable the emergence of new energy powers, such as Australia, Chile and some African countries. Can those countries prevent their hydrogen industries and resources from being taken over by foreign companies?

- The new green energy world order is likely to be much more diverse and will not be monopolized by a handful of countries or companies. Is that a good thing? What negative consequences might that have?

- Many countries have reserves of rare earth minerals and other critical elements needed for the development of wind and solar energy technologies. But mining those resources can damage the environment and use large amounts of scarce water. Do you think these resources can — or will — be sustainably exploited?

- Countries and mining companies are eying the deep seabed under the Arctic and other oceans for the minerals needed to develop green energy technologies. Environmentalists say doing so could harm vulnerable underwater habitats. Should such resources be developed? If so, who should regulate the process and how should those regulations be enforced?
Greenland Is Epicenter in Race for Control of the Arctic

*But as ice cap melts, tensions with Russia block cooperation.*

Just as Berlin became the focal point of Cold War tensions between the United States and the Soviet Union after World War II, geography and climate change have made Greenland a major geopolitical arena as world powers compete for the once-remote Arctic region’s riches in their transition to green energy.

The self-governing Danish territory sits at the heart of that competition, as the United States, China and Russia scramble for access to the region’s renewable energy minerals, expanding maritime routes and undersea oil and gas. Greenland is home to the world’s second largest ice sheet, after Antarctica, and two-thirds of its land lies within the Arctic Circle, which has been warming nearly four times faster than the rest of the planet.  

Speaking at a regional conference, Greenland’s leader warned in September that competition for the Arctic’s resources must be managed cordially. “The Arctic must be an area of low tension,” Prime Minister Múte Egede said. “Conflicts must be resolved in a peaceful manner.”

That task will prove challenging because the war in Ukraine has sidelined Russia, whose shores cover 53 percent of Arctic Ocean coasts and which is currently chair of the intergovernmental Arctic Council. “Russia’s continued aggression makes most cooperation unlikely for the foreseeable future,” the United States said in a 10-year Arctic strategy document issued in October.

Established in 1996 to coordinate actions as melting ice opens the region to development, the council includes seven other member nations — Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden and the United States — along with representatives of Indigenous and scientific groups and 13 near-Arctic observer countries, including China.

In response to Russia’s attack on Ukraine in February, the other council members condemned the invasion, suspended their involvement in the council’s work and refused to send
representatives to Russia for meetings. Council members Finland and Sweden also asked to join NATO.  

Russians were absent when Arctic specialists gathered in Iceland for a conference in October to discuss what to do about thawing permafrost, expanding shipping routes as ice recedes and rising military tensions. In recent decades, Russia has built dozens of new military bases and airfields and modernized Soviet-era military outposts in its Arctic region.

“Now we’re in a very difficult place when it comes to Arctic issues,” says Rebecca Pincus, director of the Polar Institute at the Wilson Center, a policy institute in Washington, and formerly a Pentagon adviser on the Arctic.

**Greenland Has Wealth of Green Energy Resources**

The self-governing Danish territory, home to the world’s second largest ice sheet, sits at the center of the international scramble for access to renewable-energy minerals in the Arctic Circle.
Tensions with Moscow had already been heightened after Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov declared in 2021 about the Arctic: “It has been absolutely clear for everyone for a long time that this is our territory.”

Meanwhile, Canada, with the second-longest Arctic shoreline, has said it is “firmly asserting its presence” in the region, including defining the outer limits of its continental shelf under the Arctic Ocean and strengthening coordination with the United States.

Amid these frictions, coping with the implications of Greenland’s massive melting ice cap is a high priority, according to a study conducted by Jason E. Box, a professor in glaciology at the Geologic Survey of Denmark and Greenland, and European and U.S. colleagues. If 3.3 percent of Greenland’s ice cap melts — an amount that “is already committed, regardless of future climate warming scenarios” — the world’s oceans will rise by nearly 11 inches, according to the study. It did not give a timeline for that rise.

Russia’s estrangement complicates the international response to the emergency. “The longer this goes on, the bigger the data gaps are, when it comes to climate and ecosystems,” says Pincus.

On the positive side, however, Greenland’s shrinking ice could also expose key minerals needed to produce electric vehicles and batteries for renewable energy storage. California-based KoBold Metals is prospecting on the country’s west coast for what it hopes will be “the first- or second-largest and most significant nickel or cobalt deposit in the world,” according to Chief Executive Kurt House. And an Australian company exploring Greenland’s southern tip said the area could “become the most significant western world producer of critical rare earths” — minerals that are critical for the development of green energy.

Egede has called Russia’s invasion of Ukraine “unacceptable” and welcomed increased U.S. investment in Greenland mining, as long as the projects are sensitive to environmental and social impacts.

While the region could supply raw materials needed for the global switch to alternative energy, it could also help meet demand for fossil fuels needed during the transition. The Arctic Circle may hold 30 percent of the world’s undiscovered gas and 13 percent of its undiscovered oil, mostly offshore under 1,640 feet of water, according to the U.S. Geological Survey.
But environmental groups say expanded hydrocarbon production in the Arctic would be “environmentally catastrophic,” because of the risks of oil spills, damage to wildlife and accelerated warming of the planet from continued use of fossil fuels.  

With so much at stake, U.S. policymakers are focusing on China’s ambitions and Russia’s expanding military capabilities. In August, President Biden elevated U.S. engagement in the region by announcing he would name an ambassador-at-large for the Arctic region to further national security and economic interests and promote cooperation with other Arctic states.

According to the U.S. National Strategy for the Arctic Region, Russia — in addition to modernizing its regional military bases — has been deploying air defense missile systems and upgrading submarines in the Arctic.

“The Arctic is a good place to hide submarines because it’s really noisy” due to shifting sea ice, says Pincus, the Polar Institute director.

Missile defense is also high on the U.S. agenda in the region. Thule Air Force Base in northwestern Greenland, America’s northernmost military facility, focuses on ballistic missile early warning systems. It also features the northernmost deep-water port in the world.

In September 2018, the Pentagon issued a “statement of intent,” saying it would explore building civilian and military airport infrastructure in Greenland “in order to address the changing security environment in the Arctic.”

Meanwhile, China is investing in nuclear-powered icebreakers, port facilities and joint efforts with Russia to improve access to the Arctic, according to the U.S. strategy document. And mineral extraction is also on China’s agenda, the White House has said.

In its strategic blueprint for the Arctic, the U.S. Navy warned that China aims to “gain access and influence over Arctic States, control key maritime ports and remake the international rules-based order,” goals that the blueprint says pose “a threat to people and nations” in the region.

Tensions over China’s role in the Arctic and its relationship with Russia erupted at the conference in Iceland, indicating that the multilateral approach to governing the Arctic might be in jeopardy. China’s ambassador to Iceland and a Dutch admiral who chairs
NATO’s military committee sparred over China’s Arctic role and its decision not to condemn Russia on Ukraine. China’s Arctic Council envoy, Gao Feng, said excluding Russia from the Arctic Council might affect China’s future involvement in the organization.

Pincus says Chinese state-owned enterprises have complied with international sanctions on Russia, and she is watching to see whether Chinese investment starts flowing back into the Arctic.

— Edward DeMarco
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‘Green’ Energy Technologies Raise Environmental Alarms

“These mines and processing facilities are really dirty.”

One mineral essential to the green energy transition so far has eluded China’s control.

Lithium, the world’s lightest metal, is increasingly in demand for electric car batteries and electric power grid storage. The largest known untapped supplies rest beneath vast salt flats in Bolivia, where Chinese and Russian companies — and an American firm financed by Microsoft founder Bill Gates — are vying to extract the treasure.  


18 “National Strategy for the Arctic Region,” op. cit., p. 6.

19 “A Strategic Blueprint for the Arctic,” U.S. Department of the Navy, January 2021, p. 8, https://media.defense.gov/2021/Jan/05/2002560336/-1/-1/0/ARCTIC%20BLUEPRINT%202021%20FINAL.PDF/ARCTIC%20BLUEPRINT%202021%20FINAL.PDF.

Neighboring Argentina is another major source. In fact, 91 percent of U.S. lithium imports between 2017 and 2020 came from Argentina or Chile.  

However, 500,000 gallons of salt water typically are needed to extract one ton of lithium, which then settles out in huge evaporation pools. (The Gates-backed company Lilac Solutions says its technology eliminates the need for pools.)  

As electric vehicle sales rise, demand for lithium to use in batteries could expand by a factor of 30 by 2030, the International Energy Agency said last year. But the need for huge amounts of water is a major obstacle: Of the 435 lithium mining projects worldwide, 189 are in arid regions expected to face “medium to high” water stress by 2030, according to an analysis by the consulting firm S&P Global Market Intelligence.  

Neighbors of lithium mines also say they are drying out the land. In Fiambalá, a town in northern Argentina, residents have opposed construction of a new lithium project, saying it is significantly affecting local water supplies.  

Lithium exists all over the United States, but there is only one U.S. mine operating now, in the Nevada desert. Native American tribes, environmentalists and ranchers are fighting in federal court to stop a second open-pit lithium mine, also in Nevada, from opening.  

While the green energy revolution thrives on its reputation for using sustainable, benign technologies that aim to reduce planet-warming emissions, the world is beginning to understand the major environmental costs of such technologies — and not just the use of lithium.  

Environmentalists also worry about worldwide plans to increase the mining of so-called rare earth elements (REEs), prized for their magnetic and optical properties and which are essential parts of flat panel displays, magnets and batteries. Mining REEs can also produce environmental damage, risks that could determine what is achievable and by which countries in the geopolitical competition for green energy, especially as global warming exacerbates drought and water shortages worldwide.  

While China is a major source of rare earth elements, it has also been investing in such mines in other countries, having realized the toxic legacy of its own domestic mining operations. Chinese scientists said in May that the environmental damage from mining
has been so severe in China that a new, green approach must be adopted. “At present, China’s mining consumption of water resources, low recycling efficiency, heavy metal pollution, and other problems are very prominent, which not only further aggravates the local water shortage dilemma but will also cause serious damage to local drinking water sources, crops, and ecological environments,” the scientists wrote.  

Such environmental risks — along with the need to establish REE supply chains outside China’s control — worry U.S. officials aiming to scale up the transition to green energy. Secretary of State Antony Blinken, who convened a group of partner governments in September to create secure supplies of critical green energy minerals to compete with China, said the transition cannot devolve into a “race to the bottom.”

“Too often, the relationship between minerals-producing and minerals-purchasing countries has been extractive and characterized by abusive working conditions,” Blinken told those attending the Minerals Security Partnership meeting. “Often, it’s left behind environmental degradation and devastated communities.”

The potential environmental impact from such mining could be substantial. For example, informal “artisanal” miners in the DRC
confront deadly pollution and cave-ins, along with corrupt officials demanding bribes, and child labor is rampant.

President Biden’s target for 50 percent of U.S. car sales to be electric vehicles by 2030 would by itself require an increase of up to 700 percent in global production of rare earth minerals, according to James Kennedy, a consultant on these specialized minerals.

That would not only be environmentally destructive, he says, but due to regulatory hurdles, “The prospect of opening a new [rare earth] mine in that time frame in the United States, generally speaking, is zero.”

Henry Lee, director of the environment and natural resources program at Harvard’s Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs, agrees. “It’s really hard in a developed country to open a new mine or set up new processing facilities,” he says. “These mines and processing facilities are really dirty, and people don’t want them anywhere near them, legitimately.”

For example, a dangerous byproduct of some rare earth mining — the radioactive element thorium — must be stored according to national and international radiation protection standards, according to the International Atomic Energy Agency. Public concern about radioactivity associated with mining rare earth elements “can derail any REE development,” the agency cautioned.

Demand for critical minerals is rising so fast that some entrepreneurs are planning to head into the deep ocean to find them. Among the targeted sources: iron and manganese crusts found on the flanks and tops of undersea mountains, which contain cobalt, nickel, tellurium and rare earth elements. About 1,200 seamounts and flat-top mountains under the western Pacific “may be of commercial interest,” according to the United Nations Environment Programme.

However, the agency warned banks, investors and insurance companies in June against funding such ventures, saying they would be inconsistent with a “sustainable blue economy,” because the ecosystems where the minerals are found “make them particularly sensitive to anthropogenic disturbance.” Most are, so far, “largely pristine, highly structured, very diverse [and] dominated by rare species” that would be slow to recover after a disturbance, the agency said.

— Edward DeMarco
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### Chronology

**1830s-Early 1940s** Britain’s coal fuels its industrial might and global naval power, and oil discoveries open new energy era.

1859

Crude oil discovered in Titusville, Pa.

1901

The Spindletop gusher in Texas sets off U.S. oil boom.

1895-1910

Electric cars prove popular in U.S. cities as gasoline-powered models also begin to arrive.

1912

Winston Churchill, then Britain’s first lord of the admiralty, pushes for expanded use of oil for the British Navy, replacing coal and giving the Navy “fighting strength.”

1913

Henry Ford introduces a moving assembly line that speeds up production of affordable, gasoline-powered cars.
1921
Albert Einstein is awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for discovering how sunlight can be converted into electricity.

1938
Standard Oil of California discovers commercial quantities of crude oil in the kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

1941
Japan’s quest for oil to power its military campaign in Asia leads to the attack on the U.S. Pacific Fleet in Hawaii, plunging the United States into World War II.


1945
Saudi King Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud meets President Franklin D. Roosevelt and agrees to supply affordable oil in exchange for U.S. security guarantees.

1954
Scientists at Bell Labs in the United States invent the silicon photovoltaic cell, capable of converting solar energy to power for electrical equipment.

1956
The United States opposes the use of military force by Britain and France to end Egypt’s seizure of the Suez Canal, forcing them to back down and accept Egyptian control of the vital waterway. . . . U.S. and European researchers begin to explore the effects of human-made carbon emissions in the atmosphere.

1957
President Dwight D. Eisenhower says protecting Middle East oil producers from Soviet domination is a national security interest.
1960
Iraq, Iran, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela form the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) to coordinate policies on oil prices and production.

1973
OPEC embargoes shipments of oil to the United States and other countries that had supported Israel in a war with Arab states, ending the era of cheap, reliable crude.

1980
President Jimmy Carter declares that “excessive” dependence on foreign oil is a threat to U.S. national security and calls for conservation and solar energy development. . . . He is defeated for re-election by Ronald Reagan, who reverses many of Carter’s conservation policies just as global oil prices begin to plummet due to oversupply.

1985-Present Climate science challenges postwar fossil fuel geopolitics; China aims for global leadership in the drive for green energy.

1985
Climate scientists from China, Europe, the Soviet Union and the United States call for government intervention to counter global warming.

1991
The Soviet Union collapses and subsequent economic liberalization opens Russia’s oil and gas industry to international investment and technology, increasing output and wealth.

1992
In the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change, dozens of nations agree to stabilize greenhouse gas emissions to prevent “dangerous” effects on the world’s climate.
1995
China sets strategy to become a leader in wind and solar energy.

2000
Germany’s Renewable Energy Sources Act creates incentives for expansion of wind and solar energy.

2005-2020
Hydrofracturing, or “fracking,” to extract oil from shale turns the United States into the world’s biggest oil and gas producer.

2010
A maritime dispute with Japan prompts China to halt exports of rare earth elements, raising concerns that China may intend to use control of green energy mineral supplies as geopolitical leverage.

2015
At a climate change conference in Paris, 195 countries commit to limit global average surface temperature to less than 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels.

2020
Oil demand plummets as the COVID-19 pandemic causes shutdowns that disrupt the global economy. . . . President Donald Trump declares a national emergency due to the U.S. dependence on China for critical minerals used in green energy.

2021
Chinese President Xi Jinping announces that his country will no longer build coal-fired power plants in other countries.

2022
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine prompts Europe to reduce its reliance on Russian natural gas and speed up expansion of wind, solar and other renewable energy. . . . The Biden administration counters China’s dominance of the green energy minerals market by forming the Minerals Security Partnership with allies and wins congressional passage of a measure to massively increase U.S. investments in green energy.
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